INTRODUCTION
The process of optimization often is that using some methods to search the best or the worst solution or some specific max/min objects in special target space. The goal of optimization is found the better fitting solution under some constraint conditions. All of these optimization questions have very important values for theory research and application research. According to non-linear constraint conditions, the optimization question with exactly objects often could be defined as following [1] For most of optimization problems，nature-inspired mix other meta-heuristics are a group of better method [3] [4] . The new nature-inspired optimization algorithm, hybrid meta-heuristic tech，could quickly obtained the approximately solutions that meet the requirement of accuracy and meet the requirement of computing time， could solve the NP-hard problem and get the approximate solution, could solve a variety of difficultly hard-optimization problem and get the approximate solution on time [5] .
The new hybrid optimization algorithm has better ability to solve nonlinear problem, has better adaptability to solve dynamic parameter problem [6] [7] . The new nature-inspired optimization algorithm is easy to hybrid with other optimization tech or method and is easy to use [8] [9] [10] . So the new nature-inspired algorithm can be used to solve the NP-hard problem or hard-optimization problem, for application of optimization algorithm, has the important of research.
The main research direction and research work of this article，is based on the types and features of the problem needed to be solved， use the model of susceptible infected International Conference on Logistics Engineering, Management and Computer Science (LEMCS 2015) and removed model(SIR), with the advantage of nature-inspired algorithm synthetically, to achieve a better global and local search strategy of new nature-inspired algorithm by hybrid tech. The new hybrid algorithm should be do some experiments and compare to with other algorithm for the application and research.
II.
NATURE-INSPIRED
With the emergence of the genetic algorithm, the modern nature-inspired algorithm, as a kind of new meta-heuristic search method, has come into being in 1972. The nature-inspired algorithm is presented the characteristics of the hybrid algorithm from begin, it is easy to solve the complex optimization problem that hard to deal with by the method of traditional optimization tech [11] Then, the math model of new algorithm should be converted into search and optimization algorithm step by step. In the end, the Hybrid Infection-based Nature-Inspired Algorithm was proposed and tested. The next，the design and implementation method of a new Hybrid search algorithm based on nature-inspired was introduced, the kind of Hybrid natural heuristic search algorithm based on infectious disease model, was named Hybrid Infection-based Nature-Inspired Algorithm （HIA） .
III. HYBRID MODEL
At present, in the area of mathematical biology, the model of infectious diseases has been researched for many years.
On the one hand, the model for a variety of infectious diseases, combined with the historical statistical data, more statistical analysis had been done， On the other hand, for the establishment of mathematical models and prediction of infectious diseases ， more and more mathematical methods were introduced.
The SIR math model should be converted into search and optimization algorithm step by step. The SIR model of discrete time infectious diseases was choose as the prototype by observation, based on the basic natural phenomenon, extracts the corresponding global search algorithm model [19] [20] .
According to the type of the problem needed be solved, determine the main apply areas that the algorithm need to use, all these of the algorithm of architecture, steps and judgment conditions etc., should be designed, in the end, the Hybrid Infection-based Nature-Inspired Algorithm was proposed and tested.
There are mathematical constraint conditions of hybrid optimization algorithm, as follows [21] 
（6）
In order to further simplify the new algorithm model, more constraint conditions should be added： 
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   at any time，then the three formulas could be simplified into four new relations function expression as following:
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In the above formulas, the S stand for the susceptible parts, the I stand for the infected parts and the R stand for the removed parts. The t means counter for time of different parts to every iteration. The N is the total number of target sample space, and it is a constant number for a constant optimization problem. The and num R ，depended on other parameters  、  、 0  and b，other init set value of HIA algorithm as following：
 、  =0.3. The pause code of HIA is list in Figure. could be meet， then，the HIA algorithm always could found appropriate solution. At the same time, another terminal condition decided by the variable of the total period of infection T. The most simple method of terminal condition could designed by this formula:
Another terminal condition is that the counter of HIA had reached predetermined times of iterations, or, the optimal solution of HIA algorithm without any improvement after the set times of iterations had been reached.
The hybrid infection model optimization algorithm （HIA） based on natured-inspired mechanic， using theory of two-dimensional brownian motion as random walking mechanism. The random walk should be used in the HIA ， the essence is one kind of candidate solution generation mechanic in solution space. Its concept is an ideal mathematical brownian motion state and could be represented by the brownian motion. The two-dimensions brownian motion was used as HIA global search strategy to generate the initial set of candidate solutions to gain every generation of random variable.
The brownian motion was used as one-dimensional motion formula，then expanded it to two-dimensional motion formula.
The mean square offset formula of one-dimensional brownian motion ： , the HIA algorithm could be used as tool to deal with multi-objective engineering optimization problem.
For the testing of HIA algorithm, the spring design optimization problem and the welded beam design problem were used as test problems.
The Spring Design Optimization Problem [24] , Mainly in order to solve the different between the three variables of multi-objective optimization problem: the length of the spring L; the spring wire radius w; the radius of the spring d.
The spring design goal are to minimize the weight of the spring, to minimize the bias of spring and at the same time, to maximize the shear stress in various constraints, to meet the requirements of the spring of a variety of physical shape, etc. The spring design optimization problem can be expressed in the following mathematical equations as follows:
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By the HIA, the mini value was found is * ( ) 1.72485231 fx  (error range is less than 3%) in average less than 60 iterations.
All above testing results showed that the HIA algorithm could deal with some type difficult Multi-Object optimization problem、some Engineering optimization problem，etc. Results show that the HIA algorithm can improve the quality of the approximate solutions of optimization and increase the speed of solving problem.
There are still more works need to be done. First, More algorithms should be introduced and more comparative studies need be done ： non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA)，etc. Second, special testing problems have respectively distinct local Pareto optimal fronts should be introduced, and, testing problems that have no local Pareto optimal fronts and display an opposite trend should be testing.
VI.

CONCLUSION
For the reason of imitating the spread mechanism of infectious diseases，the HIA algorithm needs the spread transmission way of disease and the incremental iteration movement of the every generation new sources of infection.
At the same time，the concept of effective radius of influence, the infection factors etc. were introduced into the HIA algorithm，and all these concepts indeed increase search speed that found the candidate solution set around the target neighborhood.
The experimental results show that HIA algorithm can quickly generate more random candidate source distribution, and can quickly move towards their own local best or worst value. In the Optimization process, for prevent run into partial optimization , the HIA keep on generating new sources of infection of new generation by iteration method, so that HIA algorithm has ability to prevent fall into local optimum.
At the same time, most of the search operations were still near the currently global optimum; The HIA algorithm has good convergence and can quick search to the global optimal solution with fewer times of iterations.
For some above optimization instances，the HIA algorithm has faster speed for search better approximate solution or search the best solution more precisely.
